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How to Draft an SOP








Environmental Health & Safety (All Campuses) 
  
Safety Training







We can streamline efforts by learning from 
the past. 
• Do not write an SOP for an individual process or action, it should be a part 
of the larger process.
• Disregard the first sentence if the material is so dangerous that it needs its 
own SOP created.
• If you are having trouble, stop and ask for assistance. The process can 
become frustrating.
• Be specific (what size container, slow/fast pour, what speed to mix at).
• Do not refer to other checklists if at all possible, multiple SOPs/checklists 
can cause errors/mistakes.










In Part 1 of this workshop, you will create an 
SOP using available resources. 
Take 2 minutes to draft Section 1 of your SOP. 
Procedures are task-oriented. 
Passive Voice, Indicative mood: 
1. A weapon will be useful.
Active Voice, imperative mood, present tense: 
1. Find a weapon.
Procedures include clarifying information.
2. Using the weapon, destroy the zombie’s brain. 
2. Using the weapon, strike the zombie on its head 
until all motion stops. 
Danger: Zombie blood is contagious. Protect your 
eyes and mouth from exposure by using a face 
shield or other impenetrable barrier. 
Procedures have simple steps.  
3. When the zombie stops moving, quickly cover the windows with dark tarps 
or blankets and block the doorways with heavy furniture, then collect survival 
supplies from your immediate area, including water, food, blankets, clothing, 
and more weapons. 
3. Cover the windows with dark tarps or blankets. 
4. Block the doorways with heavy furniture. 






Applying best practices in SOP writing, spend 
15 minutes drafting your procedures section
Level of experience?




View it through the eyes 
of a potential user. 
Spend 10 minutes providing peer review of 
procedures section … 
A Process Flow Diagram helps visualize the process 




Does your weapon 
fire a projectile? 
Position yourself a 
safe distance 
from the zombie, 







Aim for the 
zombie’s brain
When you are 
sure you have a 





With great force, 
use your weapon 







Section 3 covers all aspects of planning. 
Where will you store the chemicals and equipment 
necessary for the procedure described? 
How can you apply the Hierarchy of Controls? 
How will you address incidents and accidents? 
How will wastes be handled? 
Training – an administrative control – is another key 
aspect of the SOP. 
SOPs with chemical hazards have appendices to 



















The SOP process diagram does a better job 




Plan and create SOPs using the Template.
Craft procedures as discrete task-oriented steps. 
 Publish through EH&S. 
 Train workers and evaluation compliance. 
 Review SOPs with users and experts prior to approving. 
 Update SOPs annually. 
